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ABSTRACT
Context. In the complex picture of multiple stellar populations in globular clusters (GCs), a special role is played by NGC 5139
(ω Centauri). At variance with the majority of GCs, ω Cen exhibits significant star-to-star variations in metallicity and in rela-
tive neutron-capture element abundance ratios with respect to Fe, along with split evolutionary sequences as revealed from colour-
magnitude diagrams. Combining information from photometry and spectroscopy, several studies suggested that an age spread of
several Gyr has to be invoked to explain (at least partially) some of the observed features. However, a comprehensive understanding
of the formation, evolution and chemical enrichment processes is still not at hand.
Aims. Relatively metal-rich ω Cen stars display neutron-capture abundance distributions dominated by contributions from the
s-process, but it is not clear what roles have been played by the so-called main and weak s-process components in generating these
abundances. To gain better insight into this question we derived lead (Pb) abundances for several ω Cen cluster members, because
this element can only be produced by the main s-process.
Methods. We analysed high-resolution UVES@VLT spectra of a sample of twelve red-giant branch stars, deriving abundances of Pb
and also of Y, Zr, La, Ce, Eu, and the C+N+O sum. Spectral synthesis was applied to all features, taking into account isotopic shifts
and/or hyperfine structure as needed.
Results. We measured for the first time the Pb content in ω Cen, discovering a clear hint for a Pb production occurring at [Fe/H]>−1.7
dex. Our data suggest that the role of the weak component in the production of s-process elements is negligible. Moreover, evidence
gathered from the abundances of other elements indicates that the main component occurring in this GC is peculiar and shifted towards
higher mass polluters than the standard one.
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1. Introduction
About 30 years ago new efficient medium-high resolution spec-
trometers began appearing on very large telescopes, allowing the
acquisition of high-quality, high S/N spectra for large samples of
globular cluster (GC) stars. This new technology led to extensive
spectroscopic surveys that substantially modified the classical
view of cluster birth and evolution. For a couple of decades now
we have understood that many (all?) GCs exhibit significant star-
to-star variations in their light-element contents (see Kraft 1994;
Gratton et al. 2004; Martell 2011 for reviews of these discover-
ies).
Photometric colour-magnitude observations have revealed
split evolutionary sequences in a handful of GCs (e.g. Lee et al.
1999; Pancino et al. 2000; Bedin et al. 2004; Milone et al. 2008;
Han et al. 2009). But it has taken high-resolution spectroscopy
to truly establish the complex nature of GCs. With their pecu-
liar abundance pattern, GCs are fundamentally different from
the other Galactic stellar populations (young/old open clusters,
⋆ Based on data obtained with the ESO UVES spectrograph during
the observing programmes 165.L-0263 and 67.D-0245
see e.g., Gratton et al. 2004; de Silva et al. 2009; Pancino et al.
2010a; Bragaglia et al. 2011, submitted).
Analysing a sample of more than 1500 giants in 19 GCs,
Carretta et al. (2009a,b) concluded that all the surveyed GCs,
although characterised by a homogeneous composition in iron-
peak and the heavy α-elements (e.g., Ca and Ti), present vari-
ations in light elements. These variations do not occur ran-
domly: the abundances of CH−CN, O−Na, and Mg−Al are an-
ticorrelated with each other in stars at all evolutionary stages
(e.g., Cohen 1999; Kayser et al. 2008; Pancino et al. 2010b;
Carretta et al. 2009a,b; Lind et al. 2009). Globular clusters con-
tain stars with high O (Mg, and C) and low Na (Al, and N)
abundances, which constitute the primordial cluster population
(first-generation stars), and stars with considerable enhancement
in Na, Al, and N accompanied by depletion in O (Mg, and C),
which are second-generation stars. The light-element abundance
pattern of the second-generation stars (which can be seen in stars
of all evolutionary stages) can be identified with hot H-burning
nucleosynthesis (Denisenkov & Denisenkova 1989; Langer et
al. 1993). However, the nature of element-donating stars of the
previous generation, whose ashes provided the material from
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which second-generation stars formed, is still uncertain. Various
scenarios, none universally-accepted yet, have been proposed:
intermediate-mass AGB stars (Ventura et al. 2001); fast rotating
massive stars (Decressin et al. 2007); and massive binaries (de
Mink et al. 2009).
The abundances of neutron-capture elements (n-capture, Z
> 30) generally show little star-to-star scatter in most GCs
(Armosky et al. 1994; James et al. 2004). Typically an n-capture
distribution more heavily weighted towards the r-process1 than
the s-process is apparent in GCs, most easily seen in ra-
tios [Eu/Ba] ≈ +0.4 (as summarized by Gratton et al. 2004).
Recently, D’Orazi et al. (2010) have shown that the s-process-
dominated element barium (Ba) is mostly characterized by a
single abundance value within individual GCs (see however
Roederer 2011 for the spread in r-process elements within some
GCs).
In addition to the “prototypical” GCs, like NGC 6752 (see
Carretta et al. 2009b; Pasquini et al. 2005; Shen et al. 2010),
the large family of GCs includes some peculiar cases. The very
metal-poor GC M15 (NGC 7078) has large star-to-star r-process
scatter (e.g. δ[Eu/Fe] ≈ 0.5; Sneden et al. 1997, Sobeck et al.
2011). In contrast, M22 (NGC 6656) exhibits an overall metal-
licity variation (δ[Fe/H] ∼ 0.15) that is positively correlated with
the variations in s-process elements (e.g. δ[Ba,Y,Zr/Fe] ≈ 0.4;
Marino et al. 2009). In NGC 1851, Yong and Grundahl (2008)
found a scatter in [Fe/H] of 0.09 dex, while a slightly smaller
variation (i.e., δ[Fe/H]≈0.06) has been detected by Carretta et al.
(2010a). Ba seems instead to vary from a factor of four to more
than one dex (Yong & Grundahl 2008, Villanova et al. 2010,
and Carretta et al. 2011). Looking outside our Galaxy, M54
(NGC 6715), currently located in the centre of the Sagittarius
dwarf spheroidal galaxy (e.g., Bellazzini et al. 2008), has been
recently scrutinised by Carretta et al. (2010b). This work con-
firmed the presence of an internal iron spread, as previously sug-
gested by e.g., Sarajedini & Layden (1995), of about 0.19 dex
(r.m.s), with the bulk of stars at [Fe/H]∼ −1.6 and a long tail ex-
tended at higher metallicity. Finally, in the bulge metal-poor GC
NGC 6522 Barbuy et al. (2009) found a spread in the Ba content
of about ∼ 0.5 dex (rms) by analysing eight stars (see Chiappini
et al. 2011 for a more detailed discussion).
However, the most intriguing and spectacular case of a com-
plex GC is ω Centauri (NGC 5139). It is the most massive GC of
our Galaxy, with a total mass of 2.5×106 M⊙ (van de Ven et al.
2006). It has been the object of many photometric investigations
since the 1960s (e.g. Wooley 1966; Anderson 1998; Pancino et
al. 2000; Bedin et al. 2004; Ferraro et al. 2004; Sollima et al.
2005a, 2007; Bellini et al. 2010). All these works found the pres-
ence of split evolutionary sequences, from the main-sequence
(MS), to the subgiant branch (SGB) all the way to the red-giant
branch (RGB) tip. At the same time, spectroscopic surveys re-
vealed variations in [Fe/H] up to a factor of ∼ 10 and a steep
trend with Fe of n-capture elements La and Ba (e.g., Norris &
Da Costa 1995; Smith et al. 2000, hereafter S00).
Recently Johnson & Pilachowski (2010, JP10) published
an extensive spectroscopic study for a sample of more than
850 RGB stars in ω Cen, building up the most comprehensive
database of this kind available so far. The authors confirmed
that the metallicity ranges from [Fe/H]≈−2 to [Fe/H]≈−0.5, and
that abundances for heavy α−elements (e.g. Si, Ca, Ti) and Fe-
peak ones (e.g. Sc, Ni) satisfactorily match a Type-II SN abun-
1 Elements heavier than iron are mainly synthesised in neutron-
capture reactions, which can be divided into s(low)-process and r(apid)-
process, where slow and rapid refers to the β-decay timescale.
dance pattern. On the other hand, the light elements (O, Na, Al)
present variations larger than 0.5 dex and exhibit the classical
GC proton-capture anticorrelation trends at almost all metallici-
ties (with the exception of the most metal-rich stars). JP10 found
a roughly constant [α/Fe] ratio, which they argue rules out a sig-
nificant contribution from Type-Ia SN (see however Pancino et
al. 2002, Origlia et al. 2003 for a different view). Finally among
the n-capture elements, [La/Fe] strongly increases with [Fe/H],
not matched by a similar trend in [Eu/Fe] (JP10), suggesting that
at [Fe/H]&−1.6, the s-process becomes the dominant n-capture
production mechanism. This clearly implies that long-duration
timescales (&1 Gyr) are required for the evolution of low-mass
AGB, where the main component of the s-process production
occurs.
Similar conclusions were also drawn by Marino et al. (2011,
M11), who analysed more than 300 ω Cen giants. In trying
to solve the problems of timescales in the evolution of various
abundance signatures, M11 speculated that the so-called weak
s-process component (see e.g. Raiteri et al. 1993; Travaglio
et al. 2004) might perhaps be responsible for the enhance-
ment in s-process elements. The weak component, whose source
are probably massive AGB stars, is responsible for substantial
amounts of the solar-system s-process isotopes up to A = 90 but
contributes vanishingly small amounts of heavier material. The
so-called main component accounts for the heaviest s-process
element abundances (i.e. beyond Zr), and its production site has
been ascribed to thermally pulsing low-mass AGBs (M/M⊙ ∼
1−3). Marino et al. suggested that at the lower metallicities char-
acteristic of ω Cen, the weak component might produce heavier
n-capture elements, up to Ba and La, owing to the higher neutron
over iron-seed ratio.
To test this prediction, and in general to observationally con-
strain element enrichment timescales, we have conducted a new
high-resolution spectroscopy study of 12 ω Cen RGB stars in
the rarely-studied blue spectral region. For this stellar sample
we have derived abundances for Y, Zr, La, Ce, and Eu, and esti-
mated the C+N+O abundance sums. More importantly, we have
derived for the first time lead (Pb) abundances in ω Cen. In the
s-process, Pb can only be produced by the main component.
Detection of significant amounts of Pb in ω Cen giants indicates
that the main component has played a significant role in the pro-
duction of the s-process elements in this GC.
The paper is organised as follows: in Sect. 2 we give infor-
mation on the sample stars, data reduction and abundance analy-
sis. Our results are illustrated in Sect. 3, while their scientific im-
plications are discussed in Sect. 4. A summary is given in Sect. 5.
2. Observations and analysis
2.1. Sample stars and data reduction
We considered a sample of 12 ω Cen RGB stars, covering the
whole metallicity range, i.e. from [Fe/H] ≈ −2 to [Fe/H] ≈ −0.5.
In Table 1 we present their basic data. For each star, column 1
has the “Leiden” stellar designation (van Leeuwen et al. 2000);
column 2 has the older “ROA” number (Woolley 1966); columns
3−5 have broad-band photometry; and columns 6−9 have model
atmosphere parameters Teff , log g, [Fe/H], and ξ that we have
adopted from JP10. While our sample is small and biased to-
wards high metallicity with respect to the bulk of ω Cen stars,
these targets cover an interesting range for studying the enrich-
ment of n-capture elements.
One of the stars presented in this paper, ROA 211 (Woolley
1966), or Leiden #60073 (van Leeuwen et al. 2000), has already
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Table 1. Identification, photometry, and adopted parameters for our programme stars (see JP10).
Leiden ROA V B−V K Teff logg [Fe/H] ξ
(K) (km s−1)
16015 213 12.127 1.122 9.210 4510 1.05 -1.92 2.00
37247 238 12.430 1.163 9.363 4385 1.05 -1.88 1.75
33011 159 11.879 1.337 8.715 4305 0.80 -1.75 2.05
41039 256 12.251 1.230 9.190 4375 1.00 -1.73 1.95
46092 92 11.830 1.571 8.128 3990 0.45 -1.45 2.10
34029 243 12.107 1.452 8.719 4170 0.80 -1.28 1.90
44462 321 12.559 1.403 8.942 4040 0.90 -1.18 1.65
60066 2118 13.086 1.253 10.330 4640 1.75 -0.98 1.55
60073 211 12.266 1.613 8.525 3985 0.75 -0.82 2.00
34180 517 13.030 1.503 9.329 4015 1.05 -0.79 1.95
48323 500 13.081 1.461 9.273 3945 0.65 -0.73 2.00
54022 2594 13.360 1.412 9.910 4135 1.15 -0.46 1.80
been studied by Pancino et al. (2002). Its spectrum was obtained
in June 2000 with the UVES spectrograph mounted at the ESO
VLT, Paranal observatory, Chile. We used the 1′′-wide slit; the
spectral resolving power was R ≡ λ/δλ ≈ 45 000. Signal-to-
noise ratios – per pixel – near 6000 Å are higher than 100, while
around the Pb i lines at 3683 Å and 4058 Å we have S/N∼20 and
50, respectively. All the other stars were obtained in a subsequent
observing run in April 2001, using a similar instrumental setup,
which provided a similar resolution and S/N ratio. A preliminary
abundance analysis of these data was published by Pancino et al.
(2003). The wavelength window for all our sample stars covers
3600 Å ≤ λ ≤ 4600 Å; only for the stars #60073 and #60066
were spectra available also at redder wavelengths (5400 Å ≤ λ ≤
8900 Å).
The instrumental fingerprint was removed from the observed
frames with IRAF2, and the one-dimensional spectra were ex-
tracted, wavelength-calibrated, and roughly normalized to the
continuum with IRAF tasks within the echelle package.
2.2. Abundance analysis technique and line lists
The blue spectra of cool, metal-rich RGB stars are very crowded,
and most lines are blended. Therefore we employed a spec-
tral synthesis analysis to derive all abundances in this study,
using the ROSA code (Gratton 1988) and the Kurucz (1993)
model atmospheres with the overshooting option switched on.
We adopted the model atmosphere parameters of JP10 for the
programme stars (Table 1). These model parameters were de-
rived by JP10 in a uniform manner; and uncertainties in these
parameters are not important to the conclusions of our study (see
below).
We examined several lists of potentially useful transitions for
n-capture elements. Most of the possible lines proved to be too
blended in our ω Cen spectra to give reliable abundance infor-
mation. In the end, our analysis rests on only a limited number
2 IRAF is the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility, a general pur-
pose software system for the reduction and analysis of astronomical
data. IRAF is written and supported by the IRAF programming group
at the National Optical Astronomy Observatories (NOAO) in Tucson,
Arizona. NOAO is operated by the Association of Universities for
Research in Astronomy (AURA), Inc. under cooperative agreement
with the National Science Foundation.
Table 2. Line atomic parameters and references
Ion λ logg f Reference
Y ii 4398.02 −1.00 Hannaford et al. (1982)
Zr ii 4208.98 −0.51 Ljung et al. (2006)
La ii 4086.71 −0.07 Lawler et al. (2001a)
4322.50 −0.93 Lawler et al. (2001)
Ce ii 4073.47 0.21 Lawler et al. (2009)
4349.79 −0.32 Lawler et al. (2009)
Eu ii 4129.72 0.22 Lawler et al. (2001b)
Pb i 3683.46 −0.42 Rose & Granath (1932)
4057.82 −0.20 Aoki et al. (2002)
of spectral features which we deem best for our purposes. Here
we provide brief comments on some of the transitions.
To determine the Pb i abundances we used the lines at 3683
and 4058 Å. For the 3683 Å line we adopted the hyperfine struc-
ture (hfs) components from Rose & Granath (1932), and for the
4058 Å line we adopted the hfs data given by Aoki et al. (2002).
As is well known, the region around the 4058 Å line is crowded
with CH molecular lines. Therefore, prior to synthesizing this
feature we estimated the strength of the CH contaminating fea-
tures using CH lines in the G-band spectral region (see below).
We made an ultimately fruitless search for additional Pb i fea-
tures, using the line list from Bie´mont et al. (2000); all possible
transitions were either too weak, too blended, or both.
Y ii and Zr ii abundances were obtained from lines at 4398 Å
and 4208 Å, respectively. The logg f values were taken from
Hannaford et al. (1982) for Y ii and from Ljung et al. (2006) for
Zr ii. No isotopic shifts and/or hyperfine data are available for
those lines, but their effects should be almost negligible (e.g.,
Mashonkina et al. 2007). 3
We analysed two features each for La ii and Ce ii: 4087 and
4322 Å for La ii and 4073, 4350 Å for Ce ii. For both La lines
we adopted g f -values and hfs data presented by Lawler et al.
(2001a). Additional La lines at 3988, 3995, and 4123 Å can
be seen on our spectra, but they proved to be too blended for
accurate abundances. For the Ce lines we used the g f ’s from
3 We could not derive Sr abundances because Sr ii features are too
heavily saturated in the spectra of our cool red giant sample stars, and
our spectra do not include the Sr i line at 4607 Å.
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Table 3. Abundances for the Sun and Arcturus.
Element log ǫ(Sun) log ǫ(Arcturus) log ǫ(Arcturus)
(S00)
C 8.54 8.05 ...
N 7.99 7.92 ...
Y ii 2.24 1.74 1.40
Zr ii 2.56 2.06 1.92
La ii 1.22 0.52 0.62
Ce ii 1.61 0.81 0.43
Eu ii 0.51 0.16 0.22
Pb i 2.05 1.12 ...
Lawler et al. (2009). Note that the dominant isotopes of Ce are
even-Z, even-mass nuclei, and so Ce ii lines are not affected by
hyperfine splitting, and they also have negligible isotopic shifts.
Average abundances from individual La and Ce were computed,
weighting the means by the individual line uncertainties.
The Eu ii abundances were derived from the line at 4129 Å,
taking into account the strong hyperfine structures affecting
151Eu and 153Eu odd isotopes; data for this transition were taken
from Lawler et al. (2001b). As in the case of Pb, we made a
special effort to identify more Eu ii lines for analysis. We did
not find additional trustworthy transitions. In particular: (a) the
4205 Å line that is often used in Eu abundance analyses was too
contaminated by other species; (b) the 3907 Å line was in a for-
est of other features that became far too strong at higher ω Cen
metallicities; (c) the 4435 Å line was of reasonable strength and
always detectable, but far too blended with neighbouring Ca i
lines to yield good abundances, and (d) the much weaker 6645 Å
line, which would be ideal in our study, was unfortunately not
part of our spectral coverage. We summarise in Table 2 infor-
mation on the employed atomic line lists with the corresponding
oscillator strengths and references.
As mentioned above, lines of the CH G-band at 4300 Å were
used to derive the C abundances. We adopted as initial g f val-
ues the ones provided by B. Plez (private communication). We
then altered the band oscillator strengths to yield an acceptable
solar C abundance, logǫ(C)⊙=8.54. The CN bandhead at 4215
Å was synthesised to obtain the N content, employing the line
list given by Gratton (1985) and using the C values just derived;
we assumed for the Sun an oxygen abundance of logǫ(O)⊙=8.92.
2.3. Optimisation and tests of the line lists
As first step, we optimised our line lists for all transitions in
the solar spectrum (Kurucz et al. 1985); the adopted abundances
for the Sun are listed in Table 3. Subsequently, we analysed
the Arcturus (α Bootes) spectrum4, given the similarities of this
star’s atmospheric parameters to those of our ω Cen giants.
Adopted parameters for Arcturus were taken from Fulbright et
al. (2007), namely Teff = 4280 K, log g = 1.55, ξ = 1.61 kms−1,
4 Available at ftp://ftp.noao.edu/catalogs/arcturusatlas/
and [Fe/H] = −0.50. Our derived abundances are reported in
Column 3 of Table 3, where we also listed results from S00
(Column 4).
Referring to Table 3, we derive for Arcturus [X/H] = −0.5 for
both Y and Zr, −0.60 for La, −0.80 for Ce, and −0.4 for Eu. If
we accept the Fulbright et al. (2007) [Fe/H] value, then [Y/Fe] =
[Zr/Fe] = 0.0, [La/Fe] = −0.1, [Ce/Fe] = −0.3, and [Eu/Fe] =
+0.1. It is difficult to compare our abundances with those of ma-
jor past analyses of Arcturus, because essentially all of them
concentrated on the yellow-red spectral regions, and because
they were published prior to the recent re-evaluation of transi-
tion data for many of the n-capture species considered here. With
these cautions, note that some significant study-to-study scatter
has been reported. For example, Norris & Da Costa (1995) sug-
gested that the Arcturus relative abundance of all n-capture were
essentially all the same, i.e. [n-capture/Fe] = −0.3. Peterson et al.
(1993) derived [Y/H] = −0.5 and [Zr/H] = −0.6, in good agree-
ment with our values. However, their abundances for the heav-
ier n-capture elements average about 0.3 dex larger than ours, as
they obtained [La/H] = −0.4, [Ce/H] = −0.5, and [Eu/H] = −0.1.
As a final example, S00 found lower values than we did for the
lighter n-capture abundances, [Y/H] = −0.8 and [Zr/H] = −0.6,
but their heavier n-capture abundances were scattered compared
to ours, as they derived [La/H] = −0.6, [Ce/H] = −1.2, and
[Eu/H] = −0.3. We conclude that our abundance set for Arcturus
is reasonable compared to previous work, and that the defini-
tive study of n-capture abundances in this star has yet to be con-
ducted.
Assuming an [O/Fe]=+0.40 (e.g., Lambert & Ries 1981;
Cottrell & Sneden 1986; Peterson et al. 1993), we confirmed that
[C/Fe] ratio is approximately solar in Arcturus, as also found in
these previous studies. Moreover, our determination of [N/Fe] =
+0.4 is only slightly higher than those values reported in the ear-
lier work ([N/Fe] = +0.2 to +0.3).
Abundances from spectral synthesis are mainly affected by
two sources of uncertainties: errors owing to the best-fit determi-
nation and to the stellar parameters, the last being retrieved from
JP10 for all our sample stars. Because most of our features are
very strong (near to the saturation part of the curve of growth),
this is by far the predominant uncertainty, especially when we
have only one feature for each element. These errors are reported
in Table 4, where we show our final (average) abundances (see
next section). When two spectral lines were available for a par-
ticular specie, we adopted the standard deviation from the mean
of the two lines (rms) as an error estimate.
Errors caused by stellar parameter uncertainties are domi-
nated by microturbulence (ξ) uncertainties, because the spectral
lines under scrutiny are usually very strong. An error in Teff of
±100K and in log g of ±0.30 dex (see JP10) results in a max-
imum variation of ∆=0.15 dex for [X/Fe]. When we vary ξ by
0.25 km s−1, this implies a ∆[X/Fe] of 0.25−0.30 dex (depending
on the species).
In Figures 1−3 examples of spectral synthesis are shown for
star #34029 for all transitions under analysis. As can be seen in
the upper panels of Figure 1, while the Pb line at 4058 Å suf-
fers from a non-negligible contribution from CH molecular
features, the bluer line at 3683 Å provides reliable informa-
tion on the Pb content of this star. We obtain as best-fit value
[Pb/Fe]=0.40±0.20. We also stress that taking into account the
C abundance for this star (see Table 4), we derived the same
value of [Pb/Fe]=0.40±0.20 from the 4058 Å line. In general we
can conclude from our analysis that to derive accurate Pb mea-
surements, the employment of the blue line at 3683 Å is needed.
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Fig. 1. Observed spectrum (dotted lines) for the star #34029 and spectral syntheses for Pb, Y, and Zr. Best fit (red lines) and errors
(blue and green lines) are shown, along with syntheses with logǫ(X)≈−∞ (magenta).
3. Results
3.1. Neutron-capture elements
Our derived abundances are summarised in Table 4, where we
list in column 1 the Leiden stellar names, in columns 2−9
the [X/Fe] ratios along with their internal uncertainties (see
Section 2.2), and in column 10 the CNO abundance sums. As
pointed out by JP10, and as evident in Tables 1 and 4, there
is a slight dependence of metallicity (and abundances in gen-
eral) on Teff values, with the most metal-rich stars being mainly
characterised by lower temperature values. The average Teff for
stars with [Fe/H]≤-1.28 is 4289 K (rms=184), while for the more
metal-rich stars it is 4127 K (rms=260), resulting in a difference
of 162K.
In Figure 4 our derived n-capture abundances [X/Fe] are
plotted against [Fe/H] metallicity. For comparison, we also in-
clude Y, Zr, and Ce abundances from S00, and La abundances
from JP10. With few exceptions the results from the three in-
dependent studies are in agreement. In our sample there is a
metallicity gap of 0.3 dex at the low end, with four stars hav-
ing [Fe/H] < −1.7 and the remaining eight stars with [Fe/H] >
−1.7. In the discussion below we will contrast these two groups,
referring to the relatively metal-rich ones as those with [Fe/H] >
−1.7.
First consider the lighter n-capture elements Y and Zr. We
observe a substantial change with metallicity in the abundances
derived from Y ii and Zr ii lines, as can be seen in the upper
two panels of Figure 4. Indeed, for [Fe/H]&−1.7, [Yii/Fe] and
[Zrii/Fe] appear to suddenly increase by more than a factor of
four, reaching maximum values of 1.0 and 1.5, respectively at
the highest ω Cen metallicities. The average value of <[Yii,Zrii
/Fe]> in the four most metal-poor stars is +0.1, while in stars
with [Fe/H]> −1.7 it is +0.8, i.e. an increase of of 0.7 dex. These
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Fig. 2. Same as Figure 1 but for the La and Ce lines.
increases in [Y,Zr/Fe] are far beyond variations that could be
attributed to observational/analytical uncertainties.
Somewhat smaller increases in the relative Y and Zr abun-
dances (∼0.5 dex) with increasing metallicity were reported
by S00. First, it should be noted that the metallicity ranges
of their study is somewhat different from ours. That is, S00
have nine stars out of 10 with [Fe/H]< −1.3, and just one at
[Fe/H]∼ −1 dex, while our sample includes seven out of 12 with
[Fe/H]& −1.3 and five more metal-rich than −1.0. This metal-
licity mismatch makes direct comparison of the variation very
difficult, and the big changes in Y and Zr become more appar-
ent above [Fe/H] ∼ −1.5, where our sample has more represen-
tatives. Additionally, S00 performed an equivalent width (EW)
analysis on red Y ii and Zr ii lines, which are extremely weak,
with typical values of only a few mÅ and hence may be more
affected by measurement uncertainties than our stronger transi-
tions. However, both our sample (12 stars) and the S00 one (10
stars) are quite small and there is no evidence in the literature
that the star-to-star scatter in these elements is small within a
metallicity bin in ω Cen. A more robust estimation of the trends
of these elements with metallicity awaits an attack on larger sam-
ples of cluster members distributed over the whole ω Cen metal-
licity range.
Turning to the heavier n-capture elements, in the middle left
panel of Figure 4 we display [Laii/Fe] values from this work
along with those from S00 and JP10. Although the three studies
have used different instrumental setup(s), spectral features, and
abundance codes, there is an excellent agreement between our
study and the others, ignoring one very discrepant high-La, low-
metallicity star from S00. Moreover, as also noted by JP10, our
lower La abundances with respect to S00 may reflect to a certain
extent the lack of the hyperfine structure inclusion in that study.
The effect is particularly relevant at higher metallicity, where
La ii lines become stronger and “suffer” the effects of the hyper-
fine structure to a major degree.
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Fig. 3. Same as Figures 1 and 2, but for the [Eu/Fe], CH and CN bands. For the CN bandhead at 4215 a larger spectral window is
shown.
Our Ce abundance trend with ω Cen metallicity (middle
panel of Figure 4) excellently agree with that of La. Generally
the Ce abundances of S00 agree with ours at similar metallicities,
even though these authors’ study had to rely on one weak Ce ii
line at 6052 Å. To see the relationship between Ce and La more
clearly, we correlate in Figure 5 [Ce/Fe] with [La/Fe]. Clearly,
these elements vary in step within observational uncertainties,
over 1 dex ranges in both metallicity and relative abundance.
This is a sensible result: in material created by the s-process, La
and Ce should share a similar abundance trend, and the s-process
fraction of Ce in the solar system material (i.e. 81%) is even
higher than La, which has 65%. Note that in Figure 4 the three
most metal-poor stars may have slightly underabundant Ce abun-
dances. The n-capture elements in lower-metallicity ω Cen stars
probably have been generated in substantial quantities both by
the s-process and the r-process, so a perfect Ce−La correlation
over the entire metallicity range should not be expected.
The decreasing contribution of the r-process to the n-capture
abundances with increasing metallicity is evident in the bottom
left-hand panel of Figure 4, which displays the run of [Eu ii/Fe]
with [Fe/H]. Eu is the most easily observed r-process-dominant
element, with a solar-system s-process contribution of only 3%
to its total abundance (e.g. Simmerer et al. 2004). The most
metal-poor ω Cen stars have [Eu/Fe] ≈ +0.3, a typical value for
globular cluster stars. But [Eu/Fe] ∼ 0.0 at the highest metal-
licities, a trend clearly opposite to that of the previously dis-
cussed n-capture elements.5 To emphasize this change in nucle-
5 JP10 determined [Eu/Fe] only for two out of our 12 sample stars,
namely #48323, #34180: analysing the 6645 Å feature, they obtained
[Eu/Fe]=−0.08 and +0.27 dex, respectively. While for star #48323 their
value agrees very well with our measurement, i.e. [Eu/Fe]=−0.10, we
found a lower value for star #34180, namely [Eu/Fe]=0.00. A more de-
tailed study of Eu abundances from multiple transitions in many ω Cen
stars should be undertaken.
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osyntic dominance, in Fig. 6 we have constructed s-/r-process
abundance surrogates by plotting [X/Eu] ratios versus metallic-
ity for Y, Zr, La, Ce, and Pb. The trends displayed in each panel
are qualitatively similar; these five elements appear to have the
same s-process nucleosynthetic origin.
The average value of <[La ii,Ce ii/Fe]> for stars with
[Fe/H] > −1.7 is 0.57, while the four metal-poor stars it is 0.05,
i.e. a variation of ≈0.5 dex. As can be clearly seen from Figure 7,
we found evidence that light-s elements (first-peak) are pro-
duced more efficiently than the heavy (second-peak) ones.
S00, on the basis of their data, concluded the opposite; but
because they used have a narrower metallicity range and some-
what lower quality data, their conclusion may be affected and
our result seem more robust.
The run of [Pb/Fe] as a function of [Fe/H] is shown in the
bottom right-hand panel of Figure 4. While in the two most
metal-poor stars only an upper limit to the Pb abundance can be
derived, we detected Pb lines in all stars with [Fe/H]&−1.75. The
distribution resembles those of [La/Fe] and [Ce/Fe] shown in the
middle panels on Figure 4. Our derived trends of La, Ce, and Pb
with metallicity also are in agree with the [La/Fe] and [Ba/Fe]
trends shown by JP10 and M11, i.e, an increase in relative
n-capture element abundances beginning at [Fe/H]∼−1.7/−1.6.
In ourω Cen sample, the ratios [La/Fe], [Ce/Fe], and [Pb/Fe]
remain roughly flat at metallicity higher than [Fe/H]∼−1.5 dex.
Considering the two upper limits as measurements, we found
a linear correlation coefficient r=0.69, with a significance level
>99 %, comparing the trends of Pb with La, Ce. Thus the rise
of the s-process in ω Cen includes elements over the whole
n-capture domain, from Y (Z = 39) at least up to Ce (Z =58),
and possibly up to Pb (Z = 82). Only the main component of
the s-process can yield products over such a wide atomic num-
ber (mass) range. This argues against dominance by the weak
s-process component; it may have contributed to the overall in-
crease in n-capture abundances with metallicity, but the major
effect almost certainly arises from the main component.
Fig. 5. [Ce/Fe] as a function of [La/Fe]. The solid line is a 1:1
relation.
Fig. 7. Average values for Y ii and Zr ii as a function of average
La ii and Ce ii abundances.
3.2. The C+N+O sum
In Table 4 we report our results for C and N abundances as
derived from the CH and CN bands, and in Fig. 8 we illus-
trate the trends of these elements with other abundance quan-
tities. For our complete sample we obtained an average value
of [C/Fe]=−0.51±0.10 (rms=0.33), which agrees very well with
previous estimates (e.g. Norris & Da Costa 1995; see also JP10
who adopted that value). However, one star, i.e. #44462, has an
anomalously high C abundance. In all four panels of Fig. 8 this
star is labelled with a star symbol, because it clearly has not
experienced the same chemical history as our other ω Cen gi-
ants. The [C/Fe] ratio for this star is more than 10 times (or
2.5σ) higher than the average value of the other 11 stars. The
high C content of #44462 is illustrated in Figure 9 with a small
part of the CH G-bandhead. Together with the observed spec-
trum, synthetic spectra with different [C/Fe] values ([C/Fe]=−1,
−0.5, +0.4, and +0.7) are plotted. The figure demonstrates that
[C/Fe] = −0.6 (the average value of our complete sample; see
below) fails in reproducing the observed CH features of #44462:
the best fit for this star is [C/Fe]= +0.4.
Star #44462 does not stand apart from other stars of its
metallicity domain in its total n-capture content. For exam-
ple, consider stars #34029 ([Fe/H] = −1.28; Table 1) and
#60066 ([Fe/H] = −0.98), whose metallicities surround #44462
([Fe/H] = −1.18). From simple means of the abundances given
in Table 4 for the s-process elements Y, Zr, La, Ce, and Pb, we
obtain [s-process/Fe] = +0.59 for #34029, +0.67 for #44462,
and +0.94 for #60066. These mean values appear to vary di-
rectly with [Fe/H], as we have shown above, but are insensitive
to [C/Fe]. However, the lighter n-capture elements (Y, Zr) are
far more overabundant than the heavier ones (La, Ce) in #44462
relative to the comparison stars (indeed, to any other star of our
ω Cen sample). Therefore whatever process produced the very
high [C/Fe] ratio in #44462 apparently yielded no contribution
to its heavier n-capture elements. Detailed nucleosynthetic ar-
guments on the history of this star are beyond the scope of this
paper.
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Fig. 4. Run of [X/Fe] ratios vs [Fe/H] for Y ii and Zr ii (upper panels), La ii and Ce ii (middle panels), Pb i and Eu ii (lower panels).
Triangles are data from S00, while empty squares are for La estimates from JP10.
The simplest suggestion for #44462 is that it could have been
part of a binary system where the donor star was an AGB, which
detached only after a few episodes of the third dredge-up. To
search for possible binarity of #44462, we looked for extant ra-
dial velocity information. This star was previously analysed by
Mayor et al. (1997) and Reijns et al. (2006), who derived vrad =
238.09±0.27 kms−1 and 236.5±1.1 kms−1, respectively. From
our spectra we found vrad=230±1kms−1. This is suggestive of
radial velocity variability, but additional spectroscopic monitor-
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Fig. 6. Run of [X/Eu] with [Fe/H] for Y, Zr, La, Ce, and Pb.
ing of this star will be needed to put more firm constraints on
this issue.
Discarding this “mild” carbon-star6, we obtained an aver-
age of [C/Fe]=−0.59±0.04 (rms=0.16). Our estimate excellently
6 Note that the C/O ratio is not &1 as the formal definition of a carbon
star requires.
agree with the value derived for metal-poor (−2<[Fe/H]< −1)
field giants studied by Gratton et al. (2000): the average carbon-
to-iron abundance for stars on the upper RGB (i.e. more lumi-
nous than the RGB-bump) is [C/Fe]=−0.58±0.03 (rms=0.12).
Once a C abundance was determined for each star, we
adopted its value to derive the CN product from the strong violet
band at 4215 Å. As can be seen in Fig. 8 (right upper panel), we
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Table 4. Abundances for our sample stars.
Leiden [Pb i/Fe] [Y ii/Fe] [Zr ii/Fe] [La ii/Fe] [Ce ii/Fe] [Eu ii/Fe] [O/Fe] [C/Fe] [N/Fe] [C+N+O/Fe]
16015 <0.00 -0.10±0.15 0.30±0.20 -0.03±0.11 0.05±0.18 0.35±0.10 0.39 -0.52±0.10 0.42±0.15 0.27
37247 <0.00 0.10±0.15 0.40±0.15 0.09±0.08 -0.15±0.20 0.25±0.10 0.03 -0.87±0.10 1.17±0.10 0.27
33011 0.15±0.20 0.10±0.25 0.35±0.20 -0.07±0.08 -0.18±0.21 0.30±0.10 0.40 -0.47±0.10 0.32±0.15 0.27
41039 0.35±0.20 0.20±0.15 0.50±0.25 0.35±0.08 0.35±0.25 0.25±0.10 0.18 -0.77±0.10 1.27±0.10 0.39
46092 0.48±0.20 0.60±0.20 1.00±0.25 0.56±0.16 0.70±0.25 0.20±0.10 -0.50 -0.77±0.15 >1.47 0.40
34029 0.40±0.20 0.70±0.20 0.80±0.30 0.60±0.13 0.43±0.18 0.00±0.20 0.26 -0.37±0.15 1.57±0.15 0.62
44462 0.40±0.20 1.00±0.30 1.20±0.25 0.34±0.09 0.43±0.21 -0.15±0.15 0.70 0.43±0.15 0.47±0.10 0.62
60066 0.50±0.30 0.90±0.30 1.50±0.30 0.94±0.19 0.86±0.18 0.10±0.10 -0.27 -0.67±0.15 >1.47 0.43
60073 ... 0.30±0.30 0.70±0.30 0.25±0.15 0.45±0.17 -0.20±0.20 0.07 -0.47±0.15 >1.47 0.49
34180 0.25±0.20 0.50±0.30 0.85±0.30 0.40±0.13 0.70±0.20 0.00±0.20 0.30 -0.47±0.15 >1.47 0.56
48323 0.30±0.20 0.40±0.30 0.80±0.30 0.30±0.12 0.60±0.20 -0.10±0.20 -0.22 -0.57±0.15 >1.47 0.44
54022 0.60±0.20 0.30±0.30 1.30±0.30 0.60±0.25 0.90±0.25 ... -0.19 -0.57±0.15 >1.57 0.52
found that while low-metallicity stars can be either N-rich or N-
poor stars, the most metal-rich ones are all N-rich. For stars with
[Fe/H] & −1.4 (with a sharp dependence also on temperature),
only lower limits can be provided for nitrogen abundances, be-
cause the CN bandhead becomes strongly saturated. Given that
our spectra did not include the forbidden [O i] line at 6300 Å (or
the permitted triplet, which is too weak in giants however) we
could not derive oxygen abundances. Therefore, we adopted O
values from JP10. On the basis of our N measurements we con-
firm that a clear N−O anticorrelation is observable for ω Cen gi-
ants, with the exception of the most metal-rich stars (see also
M11, JP10). The C+N+O sum as a function of [Fe/H] is shown
in the bottom panel (right-hand side) of Figure 8. We see a mod-
erate rise of this sum up to [Fe/H]∼ −1.5, and then the C+N+O
values remain constant at higher metallicity. This again recalls
the imprinting of low-mass AGB contribution (see e.g., Busso et
al. 1999 and references therein) to intra-cluster pollution, along
with the more massive stars that usually are responsible for in-
ternal chemical enrichment in GCs.
4. Discussion
As discussed in the previous sections, we found that the ratio
of light s-process element (Y, Zr) over the heavy s-process ones
(La, Ce) is notably shifted towards the first one. However, to ob-
tain a robust evidence of enrichment mechanisms and timescales
and to discuss on more quantitative grounds the implications of
our results, the computation of the [hs/ls]7 ratio is needed. That
is, for all the neutron-caption elements, the r-fraction contribu-
tion has to be removed to allow insights into the s-process nucle-
osynthesis and the involved mass range, and the contamination
from different production site(s) has to be derived.
To do this, we adopted for Y, Zr, La, Ce, Eu, the s- and r-
fractions listed in Sneden & Parthasarathy (1983), while for Pb
we chose values given by Plez et al. (2004, see Table 5). We pro-
ceeded as follows. First, we assumed that [Eus/Las]≃ [Eus/Las]⊙
for all our sample stars, i.e. the ratio of s-components of Eu and
7 hs is for heavy s-process elements (second-peak, here La and Ce),
and ls is for the lighter ones (first-peak, here Y and Zr). Lead (third-
peak) is considered separately.
Table 5. Adopted r/s fractions for n-capture elements
Specie s-fraction r-fraction Reference∗
% %
Y 72.9 27.1 [1]
Zr 79.1 20.9 [1]
La 64.9 35.1 [1]
Ce 80.6 19.4 [1]
Eu 8.5 91.5 [1]
Pb 98.0 2.0 [2]
∗ [1] Sneden & Parthasarathy (1983); [2] Plez et al. (2004)
La is solar, because these elements are close to each other in the
neutron-capture chain. This is a reasonable assumption because
the same s-nucleosynthesis for elements with similar neutron
numbers should be expected. We then derived for each element
of each star the s-process contribution to the total abundance.
The first consideration is that, as also noted by several authors
(e.g., Truran 1981; S00; JP10; M11), the most metal-poor stars
have a composition dominated by the r-process. This means that
even when we deal with species that in the Sun are mainly pro-
duced by the s-process (e.g., La, which in the solar system is
35% r-process and 65% s-process), the heavy-element nucle-
osynthesis is mostly r-process in metal-poor stars. As an exam-
ple, the metal-poor star #16015 ([Fe/H] = −1.92) has an A(La) =
−0.820 ([La/Fe] = −0.03, see Table 4), of which only ∼10%
should come from s-process production, i.e. A(La)s=−1.838.
Thus, to match the condition [Eus/Las] ≃ [Eus/Las]⊙, when the
nucleosynthesis is markedly r-process type, these stars cannot be
considered in the [hs/ls] plane, because their ratios are not gen-
uine tracers of elements produced by AGB stars and even small
errors in abundances cause large uncertainties in the estimated
s-fraction.
In Figure 10 we show the [Pb/ls] ratio as a function of [hs/ls]
for all our sample stars whose neutron-capture element pattern is
predominantly s-process. Excluding the anomalous C-rich star
#44462 discussed above, there is a very clear positive correla-
tion in the [Pb/ls] vs [hs/ls] diagram. As expected, the variation
of [Pb/ls] is roughly a factor of two larger than the one [hs/ls]:
this simply reflects the proximity of first- and second-peak el-
ements. The Pb variation evident in Figure 10 appears to rule
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out dominant contributions from the weak component to gener-
ation of the total s-process pattern observed in ω Cen: the main
component clearly is at work here. The suggestion of constant
[Cu/Fe] as a function of [Fe/H] (e.g., Cunha et al. 2002) also
converges towards the same conclusion. Moreover, theoretical
studies (e.g. Raiteri et al. 1992; Pignatari & Gallino 2008) argue
that the weak component cannot produce a significant amount
of elements heavier than Y,Zr at low metallicity (see references
therein for details).
Most tantalising is that, because the variation with metallic-
ity of ls elements is larger than the hs ones, the neutron expo-
sures should be quite small; this implies few thermal pulses and
larger masses. The s-process seen in ω Cen is clearly differ-
ent from the standard “Galactic-like” main component, which is
predicted to arise from a mass range of donor stars ≈1−3.5 M⊙.
These AGB stars should yield an over-production of hs with re-
spect to ls in stars with metallicities similar to the ω Cen ones.
In Figure 11 the run of [hs/ls] ratio with metallicity is shown for
field stars (open squares, Ba for [hs] and Y for [ls] are from Venn
et al. 2004 and references therein) and ω Cen: as is clear from
the plot, the [hs/ls] values for cluster giants are lower than in
field stars at the same metallicity, indicating an over-abundance
of light s-process elements with respect to the heavier ones. For a
qualitative comparison, because systematic offsets between the-
oretical yields and observations can be present, we also show
the 3M⊙ (solid curve) and 1.5M⊙ (dashed curve) AGB mod-
els by Cristallo et al. (20098). We note that, discarding the pe-
culiar carbon star #44462, the increasing [hs/ls] ratios occur-
ring at [Fe/H]≈ −1 dex are well reproduced by the 3M⊙ AGB
model, while the 1.5M⊙ curve exhibits an opposite (declining)
run. Additionally, the expected difference between the two mod-
els (∼0.2 dex) agrees well with the average difference among
ω Cen and field stars.
We therefore think that our data reveal the fingerprint of a
“peculiar” main component, biased towards the upper end of the
mass range of stars involved in the main s-process. The observa-
tional clue achieved from the s-process elements is further con-
firmed by the C+N+O sum, which only slightly increases with
metallicity, indicating that only stars with a limited number of
third dredge-up episodes contributed to intra-cluster pollution.
While a quantitative estimate of the mass range requires
modelling of AGB stars, we tentatively identify stars with mass
&3M⊙ as responsible for the s-process production. We do not
need to invoke an age spread of one Gyr or more (as would be
required from the evolution of ≈1.5 M⊙ AGBs) for the later gen-
erations inω Cen. Because ≈3−4M⊙ AGB stars do evolve in sev-
eral hundred Myr, a drastic reduction in the age difference of the
various stellar populations in ω Cen is then suggested. Recently,
D’Antona et al. (2011) concluded that the age spread in ω Cen
populations can be at most a few ∼ 108 yr (see also Sollima et
al. 2005b), but to reconcile their predictions with the observed
s-process pattern, an unknown site of s-process element produc-
tion has to be invoked. D’Antona et al. advanced the hypothesis
that carbon-burning shells of the low-mass tail of the SN II pro-
genitors could be that production site, referring to the study by
The et al. (2007). However, these authors pointed out that mas-
sive stars (at the final stages of their lives) contribute at least for
40% to s-nuclei with mass A≤87, but only for ∼7% (on average)
for heavier nuclei (i.e. A>90). The detected Pb variation hence
seems to contradict this scenario, suggesting again that the main
s-process component must be a significant mechanism in pro-
ducing the ω Cen n-capture element mix.
8 Available at http://fruity.oa-teramo.inaf.it:8080/modelli.pl
We note that our results do not critically depend on pre-
cise values of the r/s fractions adopted in the computation of
the [hs/ls] ratios. For instance, we used for the Pb s-fraction the
value of 98% provided by Plez et al. (2004), who stressed, how-
ever, that the fraction of Pb produced by the r-process in the so-
lar system is practically unknown. Had we instead adopted the
81% given by Simmerer et al. (2004), our results would not have
suffered a significant change.
In the derivation of [hs/ls] ratios we used the second-peak
elements La and Eu as proxies for the s and r fractions. We
checked also if the r/s fractions of the n-capture elements could
be confirmed with just a sensitive first-peak element ratio, e.g.
[Rb/Zr]. Rb is a good r-process indicator, because it has a sub-
stantial r-process component in solar-system material. Rb i has
only one transition at 7800Å, thus we have the correct spec-
tral coverage only for two of the most metal-rich stars, namely
#60066 and #60073. However, owing to the low S/N, it was not
possible to derive a reliable [Rb/Fe] for star #60066, so we just
inspected the trend of #60073. As previously done for Eu and
La, we assumed that also [Rbs/Zrs] ≃ [Rbs/Zrs]⊙: for this star
we obtained the same fraction of s-process and r-process for
each element as the one obtained from the second-peak element
ratios.
In the final remarks of their Section 4.4, S00 compared the
[Rb/Zr] ratio (as a tracer of the neutron density environment,
see their work for details) with AGB models of 1.5 M⊙, 3 M⊙,
and 5 M⊙, with different masses of the 13C pocket (Gallino et
al. 1998, Busso et al. 1999). Their plots show that all 5 M⊙
AGB models fail in reproducing the observed abundance pattern:
this means that the 22Ne(α,n)25Mg reaction, activated in AGB
with masses &5M⊙, cannot be invoked as responsible for the
s-process production. This idea has been recently advanced also
by M11. In the attempt to reconcile timescale problems, M11
proposed either an s-process production through the weak com-
ponent, or intermediate-mass AGBs providing neutrons through
22Ne (see also D’Antona et al. 2011). If stars with mass &5M⊙
were neutron-capture element producers, then a quite close re-
lationship should exist between s-process elements and hot H-
burning products (e.g., N). Owing to the smallness of our sam-
ple, we cannot draw significant conclusions from our data (re-
call that at [Fe/H]> −1.5, all our sample stars are N-rich), but
we refer the reader to Gratton et al. (2011) for a discussion on
the complex run of [O/Na] with [La/Fe], based on the extensive
dataset from JP10.
Our findings instead agree better with the S00’s view that
variations in s-process elements in ω Cen are caused by lower-
mass AGBs. Those authors concluded indeed that the best fit
to their observations was provided by the lower masses, i.e.
1.5 M⊙, while our conclusions converge towards higher masses.
However, we caution the reader again that from their Figure
14 only the most metal-poor stars, which should have a more
markedly r-process pattern however, can be satisfactorily repro-
duced by the lower-mass AGB model. For stars with [Fe/H] ≥−1
(where the s-process is predominant) the 3M⊙ model seems to
provide a better agreement. Unfortunately, because we could de-
rive the Rb abundances for only one star, we cannot build up a
similar diagram to that given by S00. For star #60073 we found
[Rb/Zr] = −0.65 ([Rb/Fe] = 0.05±0.05), which agrees well with
the 3M⊙ AGB model. Remember that the comparison of abun-
dances vs AGB models cannot be conclusive, because theoret-
ical models strongly depend on a free parameter, i.e. the 13C
pocket mass. However, although on the basis of only one star,
we suggest that intermediate-mass AGB stars (5-8 M⊙) would
result in an overproduction of Rb with respect to Zr (Garcia-
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Hernandez et al. 2006, and references therein), which is not ob-
served. Once again, this evidence agrees with the previous ones:
relatively low-mass AGBs appear to have been responsible for
the s-process element enrichment in ω Cen.
5. Conclusions
We presented abundances for a sample of 12 red giants in the
peculiar globular cluster ω Cen. We derived light s-process ele-
ments (Y, Zr), heavy s-process elements (La, Ce), the r-process
element Eu, and for the first time we measured Pb abundances in
this cluster. As a complementary information we also obtained
abundances for C and N and we computed the C+N+O sum (re-
trieving O values from JP10).
We detected an indication for Pb production, occurring at
[Fe/H]&−1.6: this result allows us to discard the weak com-
ponent from massive stars as the dominant mechanism for
n-capture production inω Cen. Moreover, from computed [hs/ls]
ratios, we conclude that light s-process elements (Y, Zr) vary
more than the second-peak ones (La, Ce).
On more general grounds, we suggest that the main s-process
component active in ω Cen tends towards the higher mass, &3.0
M⊙, notably reducing enrichment timescales from several Gyr,
as needed in the case of 1.2−1.5 M⊙ AGBs, to only hundreds
million years.
Finally, we note that the acquisition of a more comprehensive
sample of ω Cen stars is of paramount importance to draw defi-
nite conclusions on these issues. The difference in abundances
between our study and the one by S00 might not be entirely
caused to the analysis, and a real scatter at any metallicity bin
could be present. Accurate heavy-elements abundance estimates
for a larger number of stars could allow us to understand both
the run of the s-process elements with iron and the presence (if
any) of an internal variation.
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Fig. 9. Spectral synthesis for the peculiar star #44462 around the
CH G-band at 4300 Å. The continuous line is for the observed
spectrum, while dotted lines are for the best fit at [C/Fe]=+0.4.
[C/Fe]=−1 (dot-dashed), −0.5 (short-dashed), and +0.7 (long-
dashed) are also shown.
Fig. 10. [Pb/ls] as a function of the [hs/ls] ratio (see text for dis-
cussion).
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Fig. 11. Run of the [hs/ls] ratio as a function of [Fe/H] for field
stars (both thick disk and halo, Venn et al. 2004) and ω Cen gi-
ants (filled symbols). The solid and dashed curves are for 3 M⊙
AGB and 1.5 M⊙ AGB models from Cristallo et al. (2009), re-
spectively.
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Fig. 8. Upper panels: [C/Fe] and [N/Fe] vs. the iron content. The N-O and C-N planes are shown in the left middle and left lower
panels, respectively. Our results on the C+N+O sum is displayed in the right middle panel. The star #44462 is denoted by a star
symbol (see text).
